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erd commander is a bootable cd which includes many tools to manage windows operating
systems and microsoft windows server operating systems. it is a commercial product
available from microsoft. erd commander is compatible with the following operating
systems: windows 7, windows vista, windows 2000, windows nt 4.0, windows nt 4.5,
windows nt 5.0, windows nt 5.1, windows nt 6.0, windows 2000 advanced server,
windows server 2003, windows server 2003 r2, windows server 2008, windows server
2008 r2, windows server 2012, windows server 2012 r2, windows server 2016, windows
server 2016 r2, windows server 2019, and windows server 2019 r2. with 64bit windows 7
and vista systems it will not be possible to attach to the installation, but it should still be
possible to boot your pc or laptop by not attaching to the installation. you can then use
windows explorer for data recovery to move files onto a usb memory key or external hard
drive, (see here ) but none of the other erd commander tools will work. that was the
situation with microsoft diagnostics and recovery toolset (dart) 7 for windows xp. since
microsoft diagnostics and recovery toolset (msdart) 5.0 (for xp), 6.0 for vista, and 6.5 and
7 for windows 7 is a complete suite of powerful and versatile tools released by microsoft
(formerly winternals) that allows you to repair unbootable or locked-out systems, restore
lost data, and diagnose system and network issues while the system is safely offline.
locksmith is an erd commander application that you can run from a windows recovery
environment. the utility allows you to reset and recover windows login password. the
utility is an important tool for windows users to unlock password. it also can be used to
change and recover the password that is in lost to change or locked out for a period of
time.
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